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Notes from the Sunday 12-8-13 OKAA Meeting held at the home of Angela
Brazeal
Angela Brazeal
Mark Hovis
Yvonne Van Eijk
Eldon St.Clair
Teresa Wilkerson
Anna Veronesi
David Zeliff
Dr.Xi Li
Helen Zhou
Mark opened the meeting with a verse from Lao Tzu, subtle virtue of the
universe.
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Yvonne read the minutes from the last meeting;
* The symposium was voted to be held regardless of numbers in attendance
*Voted on instructor pay
*Officer election was tabled
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Discussion on the symposium - Would it be advised to hire a company/person(s)
to coordinate and market future OKAA sponsored symposiums? We could pay
them a base price + commission at the end.
Our turn out was possibly minimal due to the lack of need for CEU's in the state
of OK. Mark suggests strengthening our CEU component through the OKAA
certification process, and possibly join forces with the Chiropractors.
Teresa shared the story about working on legislation in 1998/1999. Where she
and Jeff worked with the NCAAO president at the time to define a certification
route for both OK and National certification simultaneously. Jeff devised a test
which was approved by both the NCAAO & OKAA. It came very close to
passing, unfortunately Clark Manning rallied a group to stop the legislation. The
documents still remain shelved in OKC.
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Why have another symposium in OK? What is the intention?
March 9th, (2nd Sunday) at Dr. Gumman's new office in OKC.
Angela - volunteers to be secretary
Yvonne- treasurer
Mark - president
Anna - vice president
Yvonne - Suggests that we define each office job description. (This suggestion
was also made by Cindy Henson, who felt like the scope of responsibility as
OKAA secretary was unclear and misleading)
Angela asks the question, What are we looking for as an organization when it
comes to education?
Dr.Li - in answer - Practical information that I can use in my practice, how is this
information being taught useful? Are there any dangers or contraindications?
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